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ENUMERATION OF FORESTS IN A GRAPH

C. J. LIU AND YUTZE CHOW

Abstract. The enumeration of forests of different orders in a graph is carried out

by a procedure that involves formal sums and certain annihilation operators on the

space of such sums. The results here extend the well-known matrix-tree theorem to

the general case of forests.

Introduction. In pursuing the enumeration of connected spanning subgraphs [1],

each containing a fixed number of cycles, for a planar graph, we introduced a

formal procedure together with "annihilation" operators acting on face matrices.

From the viewpoint of graphic duality, the face matrix is just the Kirchhoff matrix

of the dual graph [2]. In other words, a spanning subgraph with m independent

cycles corresponds to a (m + l)-forest in the dual graph. It is therefore obvious

that our previous result naturally applies to the counting of spanning forests for a

planar graph. In this article, by a further generalization, the use of the formal

procedure via the annihilation operators1 enables us to solve the enumeration

problems for nonplanar graphs. The method provides again, as in the planar case,

some slick expressions for the various sums appearing in the enumeration formulae.

Especially in the case of spanning forests of all possible component orders, this

approach leads to an expression which is simply the Kirchhoff matrix acted upon

by an exponentiation of the annihilation operators we introduced.

It is a pleasure to thank the referee for many valuable suggestions which resulted

in a substantial improvement of the manuscript.

Main theorems. The graph G to be considered will be connected and labelled.

Denote by A the adjacency matrix of G. The corresponding Kirchhoff matrix M is

obtained from A by replacing in -A each diagonal entry by the degree of its

corresponding vertex, i.e. the /th diagonal entry is identified with the degree of the

ith vertex v¡. Denote by M(/) the /th principal submatrix, i.e., with the /th row and

column deleted from M. Similarly M(i,j) denotes the principal submatrix, obtained

from M by deleting both the /th row and column as well as the /th row and

column. Let n be the total number of vertices in G. It is convenient to introduce the

following conventions for such matrices:

(1) M('i> ...,/„) = 1,   if all ij are distinct
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and

(2) M(i'„ . . ., im) = 0,   if some /} = ik forj =£ k,

where 0 and 1 are just numbers. We now define the formal process:

Denote n* = {1, 2, . . ., n — 1}. Construct the space V of formal sums gener-

ated by the collection of all subsets of n*, with coefficients in R. Define a

real-valued linear function p. on the space V by

(3) p.: S i-» det M(CS U n)

where Sen* and CS is the complement of S in n*. As an example,

(4) {i,j) n>det M(l, . .. , i, . . . ,j,. . . , n),        {/,/} c n*,

where / denotes the deletion of argument /. Hereafter we shall say that S generates

p(S), for convenience. In particular, since p(<b) = 1 and p(n*) = Tm = the total

number of spanning trees, by Kirchhoffs theorem, we shall say that <j> generates 1

and n* generates Tix\ etc.

It is useful to introduce the following R-linear "annihilation" operators, on V,

defined by

(5) a,-: S h> S - {/},    if i G S c n*,

(6) Sh>0,   if/g Se h*.

Then the following operator plays an essential role in our theorems to follow:

/i-l j    n-\

(1) «=2    «i-,     5!      «/,«,«,
, = i z iv-l

where au are the entries of the adjacency matrix A of the graph G.

Theorem I. The formal sum

(8) x(m> = am-xn*/(m - 1)!

generates 7,(m), the total number of m-forests in G.

Proof. Use mathematical induction on m. For m = 1, T(1) obviously generates

r(1) = p(n*), the total number of 1-forests (i.e. spanning trees). For m > 1, assume

that the theorem is true for m = k. Instead of the original graph G, we now, by the

induction hypothesis, apply the theorem to the graphs corresponding to terms c{/}

and c{i,j) with {/,/} C n*. Graphically, we may consider that n* corresponds to

the original graph G. Then c{/} corresponds to the modified graph obtained from

G by identifying the vertices v¡ and v„ (regardless of whether they are adjacent or

not). Similar graphic implications obviously apply to c {/,/}, etc. Hence the formal

sum

(9) «*-'(,{/})/(*- 1)!

generates the total number of (k + l)-forests, each of which does not contain any

path joining v¡ and vn. Thus

0°) m{^4i)[«A:"12c{'}}= 2 UFk+l)
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where Fk+X runs over all (k + l)-forests in G in the above sum and v„(F) is the

total number of vertices not connected to vn by any path in F. Similarly, for i =£j,

the formal sum

(11) a¡Jak-x(c{i,j))/(k-\)\

generates the total number of (k + l)-forests, in each of which v¡ and u, are

adjacent but are not path-connected to v„. Therefore we have

(12) P
1

(* - O'
1

2 «u'cVJ) = 2   e„(Fk+x)

where en(F) is the total number of edges not connected to v„ by any path in F.

Consequently,

.A-l"

(13)
P

1

(k - 1)!

1
2 Ai] -?2 au'ÁU)
i z u

=  2 [^(Fk+ù-ën(Fk + x)]=kT<k+x\

which completes the induction.    □

Corollary. Expressed in the language of the usual generating function, we have

(for an indeterminate x):

(14) p([exp(ax)]n*) =  2   7,(m)*m~1-
m=\

We note that since amri* = 0 for m > n, the sum on the right-hand side of (14) is

finite.

Theorem II. The total number of m-forests 7*"* in the graph G is given by

m-l

(15)

where

r<m>= 2 r<m)

r = 0

'l'2

*.10' - h<h      '3<'4 >2r-l<'2r     '^+1<---    <'m + r-l

"   -   "   ahr-,hr det M('l' • • • ' 'm + r-U n)

with distinct iks (k = 1, . . ., m + r — 1) whose summation limits run from 1 to

n — 1. In particular, for r = 0, we have

(17) /0m)= 2 det MO,,...,/„_„«).
/,< • • • <im_,

Proof. Using the fact af = 0, the multinomial expansion yields

1

(18)     (m - 1)!
«-i-^ *# 2 a.

r = 0 '1<'2 '2r-\<'lr     '2r+l<  "  "  '   <'m + A-

1'2

•    •    •   a.2,-2.«.1«-2  •    •    *   «W,-,

with distinct 4's (k = 1, . . ., m + r — 1). Then (15) follows from Theorem I.    n
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Theorem II can be alternatively stated (as suggested by the referee) in terms of

the concept of "matchings" (a matching is a collection of independent edges of G).

To do this, we first introduce the following notation: given a set S = {/„..., ir)

C n*, we write down the corresponding vertex set vs = {«,-,..., v^). Denote by

vr(vs) the total number of matchings (in G) each consisting of r edges

whose endpoints are all in vs. For convention, we set v^vs) = 1. Denote by

T(m+r)^ y cj jjjg totaj number of (w + reforests, in each of which no two

different elements of vs u v„ can belong to the same tree. Then we have the

following corollary:

Corollary.

m-l

(19) 7<"> =  2   (-1)'       2        "Ávsym+r)(°s U v„).
r = 0 SC/l*

|S|-m + r-l

Proof. It follows from Theorem II that

m-l

(20) 7*"> =  2   ("l)r       2        "r(^)7-(,)(Gs)
r = 0 Sen*

|S| = m + r-l

where Gy is the graph obtained from G by identifying all the vertices in vs u vn.

But

(21) T<X\GS) = r^+r\vs u vn).

This completes the proof. We note that the proof of (19) can also be carried out by

inclusion-exclusion.   □

Further results: Complete graphs. We announce here (to be published elsewhere)

the following result concerning complete graphs as an application of our present

method:

(22) 2*»>-»"—»(»"O! S'í^í-T?-'!}¿rf-T7-
r=0\2n } r\ (m - r - \)\ (n - m - r)\
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